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of the House, proceedings on the meeting of a new Parliament, the Speaker,

3. At its meeting on 15 October 1991 the committee agreed to look again at
the issue of question time and questions on notice with a view to reporting to the
House. The committee's main concerns related to standing orders 144 and 145

4. In reviewing standing orders 142 to 153, the committee considered the
recommendations which had been made in a previous Procedure Committee

5. During its deliberations, the committee also considered a paper submitted
by the Clerk of the House which provided a revised set of those standing orders

6. A significant change proposed by the committee is the removal of a
number of specific rules for questions (S.O. 144) and an expansion of the
requirements for answers (S.O. 145). It is also recommended that the Speaker
make a statement at the beginning of each Parliament on how he or she will
interpret those and the other standing orders dealing with questions (See



routine of business of the House. This is despite the fact that questions featured
in proceedings from the first Parliament. This illustrates that, in a procedural
sense, question time had a slightly unofficial but conventional standing.

10. A general review of the standing orders in 1962 proposed changes to the

friendly countries were rejected by the House. Proposed ciarification of the
provisions prohibiting questions which asked for statements of government policy
or legal opinion and questions which anticipated matters listed on the Notice

policy was adopted in 1985 when an amendment to S.O. 144 made provision for
explaining, but not announcing, government policy.

11. The proposals of 1962 that were adopted by the House included:

a stipulation that an answer must be relevant to the question;
• removal of the stipulation that questions be on important matters calling

clarification of rules regarding questions reflecting on the character or



One of the more important functions of the Parliament is its critical Junction. This

ventilating grievances, exposing, and thereby preventing the Government from
exercising, arbitrary power, and pressing the Government to take remedial or other
action. Questions are a vital element in this critical function.2

The purpose of questions is ostensibly to seek information or press for action.
However, because pubSic attention focuses so heaviiy on Question Time it is often
a time for political opportunism. Opposition Members will be tempted in their
questioning to stress those matters which will embarrass the Government while

government policies and actions in a favourable light or to embarrass the

However, apart from the use of Question Time for its political impact, the opportunity
given to Members to raise topical or urgent issues is invaluable. Ministers accept
the fact that they must be informed through a coverage of press, television or
private sources of possible questions that may be asked of them in order that they

14. David Solomon, in his book The People's Palace, has described question

Seeking information has ceased to be a real function of questions without notice.
Almost all questions are asked for overtly political reasons and almost all answers
seek to score points rather than provide information unless the giving of information
is itself a political exercise. Question time provides an opportunity for the
Government and the Opposition to confront one another and for several dozen



lengthy answers, or
Opposition for using disruptive tactics such as spurious points of order, and

...it is the House, through its Members, which decides th& way the House operates.
Although the problems we are facing with question time have been with us for many
years, the Houss has not been prepared to accept its responsibilities. Instead,

the Chair, when the responsibiiity lies solely with the House, and the House alone.

17. in 1986 the Procedure Committee undertook the first comprehensive

of a draft response6 in 1987. In that response the Government indicated that it
agreed with several of the committee's recommendations, including:

amending standing orders to require that questions be brief and confined

5 H.R. Deb. (22/10/86)2524.

6 An extract relating to questions is at the Append!



re-numbering standing order 153 (questions regarding persons) and

The present committee is of the view that it is the prerogative of the Prime
inister to decide when a reasonable number of questions have been asked. It

is also not in favour of supplementary questions as this practice may have the

would read:

fa) Ministers

Questions may be put to a Minister relating to public affairs with
which he is officially connected, to proceedings pending in the
House, or to any matter of administration for which he is
responsible.

22. The Clerk noted in his submission that the main difficulties with this
standing order in recent years have been with the interpretation of 'public affairs'



to proceedings pending in the House, or to any

Questions may be put to a Member, not being a Minister or an

standing order, which would read:

143. Questions may be put to a Member, who is not a
Minister or an Assistant Minister, relating to any bill,
motion, or other public matter connected with the



(c) The Speaker

practice of allowing what amounts to questions on notice to be placed in the daily

matter of administration for which the Speaker is
responsible.

29. The committee also believes it appropriate that this standing order be

persons unless they are strictly

intelligible and can be authenticated;
(b) arguments;

; or



in the House represents Government

(a) debates in the current session; or
in committee not reported to the House.

Speaker's rulings, House of Representatives Practice notes that questions
without notice raise significant difficulties for the Chair:

The necessity to make instant decisions on the application of the many rules on the
form and content of questions is one of the Speaker's most demanding tasks.
Because of the importance of question time in political terms, and because of the
need to ensure that this critical function of the House is preserved in a vital form,
Speakers tend to be somewhat lenient in applying the standing orders .... rulings
have not always been well founded and inconsistencies have occurred. Speakers

in order and that to enforce the rules too rigidly would undermine question time.7

32. The committee believes that standing order 144 needs significant



thought to be ineffective. The new standing order would read:

times as necessary) how this standing order will be applied, taking into account
pertinent past practice relating to the specifics of the former standing order.

34. Some general rules should still remain. Existing standing order

35. There are no definitions in the standing orders in relation to this
requirement, however in practice it:

36. Standing order 153 could be seen to be in conflict with the general rules
contained in the first part of standing order 144, which allows questions to

intelligible and can be authenticated.

1950 and amended in 1983 to remove ambiguities and to permit genuine



standing order 153 be re-numbered and inserted following standing order 144.
The present committee re-endorses this recommendation (ie existing standing

for the length of questions, although the general rules set out in standing order
144 do place restrictions on the inclusion of statements of facts or names of
persons in questions and thus attempt to restrain questioners from giving

notice be placed on the Notice Paper.

answers and thus add to the problem of the reduction in the opportunities f
Members to ask questions. The 1986 report recommended that questions fc
brief and confined to a single issue and the Clerk has also recommended
similar provision.

41. The
the Speaker's guidelines. (See paragraphs 87 to 92)

apply to answers. The only standing order which deals with the form and content
of answers is standing order 145, which states:

II
I:

Speaker described standing order 145 as being 'effectively so wide as to be

given to the way in which answers are made, indeed there are few examples of
Nnisters being directed to resume their seats under this provision. A former



ihe procedural authority for such action is not very strong, and the further along
path of intervention the Chair goes the more open the Chair is to criticism for

...standing order 145 is one of the shortest standing orders, it is not necessarily the

who have had difficulty in pleasing all sections of the House When general
questions are asked it is very difficult to define them down to specific relevant

voluntary acceptance of short and concise questions and answers as
happens in Canada, where question time is by custom dominated by the
Opposition; or

An answer should be confined to the points contained in the
question, with such explanation only as renders the answer

Crown ...[The Speaker] has suggested that lengthy answers



47. Sn the British and New Zealand Houses notice is given of all questions,

greater size c
the scale of its concerns, there is much less chance of a question nominated for
oral answer in that House actually finding its way into the question time. Because

of questions.

51. Sn its 1986 report the Procedure Committee recommended that standing

or unparliamentary expressions.

10 p
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increasing length of answers and the resultant restriction on private Members'
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61. The present committee is not in favour of setting down strict provisions in
the standing orders in relation to answers to questions, it believes that the
Speaker would be able to exercise tighter control over the length and content of

Parliament advising Members of the way in which the standing orders relating



68. The Clerk believes that this rule is a reasonable one both in substance



Notice Paper in the order in which they are received.

The reply to a question on notice shall be given by delivering the

72. The committee believes that this rule works well and should be retained.
However, the committee's attention was drawn to the Senate order of continuing
effect14 which enables a Senator who has not received an answer to a question
on notice within 30 days, and who has not had a satisfactory explanation as to

14



beginning of the chapter (of the standing orders) dealing with questions (see
paragraph 20).

77. In more recent times supplementary questions are seen to relate to the



.practice is that no immediate supplementary questions can be asked.

practice it is terminated by the Prime Minister or senior Minister present,

duration of question time. The first was to increase the duration of question time
to one hour. The present committee notes that increasing the length of question
time to one hour has not tackled the key problem of unnecessarily lengthy

concerned, the operation of question time would be self-regulating.

82. In its draft response to the report the Government disagreed with the
recommendation for a prescribed number of questions, stating that brief, single-
issue questions and a reduction in the disruptive tactics of the Opposition would

Procedure Committee report, the Leader of the House announced in 1987:

...it is the intent of the Government that the Opposition should have the opportunity
to ask no less than 7 questions. That is, if the 45 minutes that is allocated for



response to a question from the Manager of Opposition Business
it

17

87. The standing orders relating to questions and answers as recommended

88. The committee is conscious that the standing orders have not been
applied to all questions and answers with equal vigour in the past, and as a

89. As stated in House of Representatives Practice:

... it is important to recognise that, as a consequence of a Sack of provisions in the standing
orders relating to answers, there is no limitation placed on the Chair in developing the

15
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the Chair will terminate an answer if of the opinion that the provisions of




















